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Special Lecture – Digital Marketing and Growth Hacking 

 
On Thursday, April 07, 2022, the Department of Computer Applications organized an online 
session on “Digital Marketing and Growth Hacking” for the students of second year- BCA (Morn. 
and Even.).  The session was conducted by Mr. Rohan Gulati, an alumnus of the BCA 2016-2019 
batch of MSI and PGDSCL 2019-2020 batch of SSCBS, co-founder of Digital Mind 360, an avid 
digital and crypto marketer and a digital marketing trainer at SSCBS.  He discussed about 
following points. 
1.) How to crack formula for Linkedin to get yourself on the top and to get noticed by dream 
company 
2.) How online presence can help in creating personal brand 
3.) How personal brand can help them in long run 
4.) How to get an edge over their fellow classmates while sitting for an interview 
5.) How Digital Marketing helped him to achieve his goals 
6.) Why some skills of DM are important to sustain in online world. 
 
The session was quite interactive because students came up with their queries at the end of the 

session and it was amazing. The event was co-ordinated by Dr. Kavita Pabreja, Dr. Neetu Anand, 

Dr. Neetu Narwal and Dr. Kumar Gaurav. 
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CAREER GUIDANCE LECTURE  JUNE 25,2022 

  

On 25
th
 June,2022, Our seniors Jayesh, Raghav and Nagendra (Batch 2017-20 (M)) visited our college 

who are placed in Gojek, DGEF and Unthinkable Solutions respectively. We would like to thanks to 

Dr. Neetu Anand Ma’am and Ms. Vinita Tomar Ma’am who arranged this quick session for us to get 

to know about our seniors and how they all achieve this. The session started with their introduction 

followed by a Q/A. All of us (first year BCA) put up our questions in front of them and they answered 

all of them satisfactorily. They guided us on how we should plan for our upcoming years and get 

ourselves ready for the upcoming opportunities. We got to know about the corporate insights and 

company’s needs from an employee. They advised us to get as many internships as possible or at least 

make some good projects so that we can add these to our resume making it more preferable by the 

companies. They also advised on what should we be doing if we are planning to pursue Masters, also 

stressed on making our priorities clear. It was a wholesome session and it helped all of us to get a 

clear picture of what we are doing and what we want to do. A huge thanks to our college seniors and 

our teachers who gave us this amazing experience. 
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How to crack Interviews and with right Attitude  June 22, 2022 

Maharaja Surajmal Institute of Guru Gobind Singh Indraprastha University at Janakpuri, New Delhi 

organized a workshop on “How to crack Interviews and with right Attitude” for first year students of 

BBA and B.com on 22
th
June 2022. The session began at 11 am with introducing an esteemed speaker 

Ms Anjali Gupta(Alumni, MSI)  presently working as AVP, HSBC, Bengaluru  

 

Anjali started off by introducingherself, her journey after college and the firm she is working with.She 

started talking about the topics how to crack interviews and how to have the right attitude for it. 

The session moved on with her taking up the topic onhow to have the correct and perfect attitude for 

interviews. She talked about the basic protocols one needs to follow when preparing for an interview. 

Anjali emphasized on points like what is the proper dress code for an interview, not being rude or 

immensely nice to the panel, and most importantly to be in proper posture. Further explaining the 

topic, she said you have to be an active listener and try to emphasize on the positive no matter how the 

interview is going and to have smile on face. Moving on she took over the topic of how to assess 

yourself and how one could be better. The best way she said to assess yourself and see where you 

stand is to give interview or have a question-and-answer round with yourself while facing a mirror. 

She further explained, the key things to keep in mind while taking an interview for an internship and 

which firm should one choose to start his/her internship experience.The speaker emphasized points 

like how internships help in building resume as well as having the expectation of what the corporate 

world has to offer. 

 

 

 
 
The next topic taken up by the speaker how to answer the questions like “tell me about yourself”. She 

explained it is done for the panel to know about your work history but most importantly the 

confidence level and to check mindset about your experience.She explained it further using a few of 

herpersonal anecdotes from his corporatelife. Next, the Do’s and Don’ts of internships were discussed 

followed by the process one should follow to avoid the don’ts. 
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She explained her first job story. In which, shetalkedabout what one could expect from the corporate 

world. Her anecdote claimed that what she initially thought wasn’t the first thing to the reality. It was 

hard to match with everyone was at different levels and was doing various things at ones because they 

had prior experience. She followed up this statement by saying there are plenty of opportunities now 

but back then there wasn’t much exposure as well as opportunities. She introduced the ways one can 

overcome with anxiety of interviews, whether it’s related to expectation and reality, an interview 

going wrong and performanceto be best in an interview.She told the students to be confident, remain 

calm, be positive and to keep on revolving. 

 

Lastly, the speaker discussed the topic of interviewsin pandemic. She said however, using networking 

as a tool for growth was helpful but was also wasteful in a way as what you’d learn in an on-desk job 

would’ve provide you with knowledge and experience whereas working only 2-3 hours doesn’t 

enhance your work culture or made you understand the real way of working. She told the students it 

was difficult to give interviews with every member of your family being around with lack of 

knowledge about interviews when you are fresher. She also advised focusing on developing a 

distinguished skill set and keep on learning. Speaker concluded by sharing a few of her personal 

stories and took up some questions from the audience and concluded the session.     
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Guest Lecture on Power of Positive Attitude  April 11,2022 

 

The Pre-placement cell of Maharaja Surajmal Institute organized a guest lecture on Power of 

Positive Attitude on 11th April 2022. The speakers were Mr. Sidhant Mishra (Alumni of 

MSI) and Mr. Siddharth Singh (Working in AON and Alumni of MSI). Around 70 students 

attended this session. It began with the speakers greeting the audience followed by their 

introduction. They talked about their school life, college life, work, future goals, etc. 

Throughout the narration of their journey, they kept emphasizing how positive thinking 

attitude has helped them in achieving what they have. 

 

Guest lecture began with a beautiful quote given by Vince Lombardi which the speakers told 

to follow. They advised not to compare one's own life with others, instead be grateful for 

what one has and be optimistic.They further talked about the hard times they faced in their 

past, at some point, they even faced an existential crisis, the reason being everyone around 

them as being much more productive. To overcome such a problem, they discussed the power 

of manifestation, also known as the law of attraction. They told us to write our goals on 

paper, these expectations need to be realistic. These goals are to be achieved by April 2023. 

By doing so, we get reminded of the goals we have set now and then so that we can take 

small steps every day to move towards those. 

They then gave an example of Christiano Ronaldo, who wakes up every day considering 

himself the best player, something like this too can help in keeping a positive mindset. One 

needs to be kind to oneself and be away from procrastination as much as possible. Another 

example was Mohd. Ali used sensory visualization (visualizing beforehand where one wants 

to be.) 

After this, they gave the importance of going with the flow, creating a roadmap, and doing 

something like diary entries and journal writing. It was followed by a QnA session regarding 

college life and things to do once college gets over and then the session got over. We look 

forward to more such sessions in the future. 
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Alumni Session      April 12, 2022 

 

Maharaja Surajmal Institute of Guru Gobind Singh Indraprastha University at Janakpuri, New Delhi 

organized an online Alumni session for the management students on 12th April 2022. The session 

began at 10 am with the alumni head Dr. Shailza Dutt introducing two of the distinguished Alumni of 

our esteemed college, Ms. Anushka Anchan, currently working as a freelance copywriter and Ms. 

Aayushi Bhardwaj currently working as a research analyst and an MBA student from DTU. 

The speakers started off by introducing themself and talked about college life at Maharaja Surajmal 

Institute and what goes beyond the college life. Anushka then started talking about the topics she 

wished to cover in the session namely, College Life and Beyond, decoding interviews, resumes and 

portfolios. The session moved on with the Anushka taking up the topic of resume building and how to 

construct them. She talked about the basic etiquettes of a resume and portfolio, after which she asked 

everyone if they have resume or have worked in any company or have done any internships. Ayushi 

took over the topic of interview wherein she first discussed what interviews are and what is the 

purpose of having one. She further explained, the key things to keep in mind while taking an 

interview. The speaker and Dr. Shailza Dutt then emphasized points like being the initiator, don’t 

stress, keeping the tone in check, overcome the anxiety and conclude for everything. Choosing the 

skills was the next topic taken up by the speaker wherein she discussed its importance and what levels 

where one could gain skills i.e., organizational level and personal level. She explained it further using 

a few of her personal anecdotes from her college and corporate life. Next, the Do’s and Don’ts of 

resume and portfolio were discussed followed by the process one should follow to avoid the don’ts 

how to reain calm and stress free. 

Both, Anushka and Aayushi explained their first job story. In which, they both talked about what one 

could expect from the corporate world. Anushka explained what they initially thought wasn’t the first 

thing to the reality. It was hard to keep up with seniors and peers as everyone were at different levels 

and were doing various things at ones. They followed up this statement by introducing the ways one 

can overcome with anxiety whether it’s related to expectation and reality, interviews, performance or 

even presenting a presentation. They told the students to be confident, remain calm and changing 

mindset. 

Lastly, the speaker discussed the topic of corporate life in pandemic where she emphasized using 

networking as a tool for growth. She also advised focusing on developing a distinguished skillset and 

always being vigilant to adapting new changes and try to be diverse as our society. They explained 

it’s okay to be messy at times or not be exact or particular every time, just don’t stress and try live and 

enjoy moments. Aayushi and Anushka concluded by sharing a few of their personal stories on what 

one should expect from corporate. The speakers then took up some questions from the audience after 

which the Dr. Shailza Dutt personal anecdote and thanked the speakers and concluded the session at 

11:08am.     
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ince the evolution of mankind and its quest for eternal... the final destination is SSalvation. Every religious thought has guided for same target. For this final goal a healthy life plays a very important role. Lifestyle is the perception of a particular  society  towards  life.  It  includes  dietary  practices,  physical-mental activities,  cognitive  exposure  as  well  as  spiritual,  cultural  and  environmental revelation. Our  literature says that life is sacred and eternal and is the only tool to attain the "ULTIMATE" and according to this belief when the life particles interact with material elements, it results in various events like birth, disease, old age and death.     In Ayurveda, Shushruta advocates  for  “swasthya vritta”  (positive health) recommending  “dincharya”  (daily  routine),  “ritucharya”  (seasonal  routine),  diet, exercise  and  virtuous  conduct  for  positive  health.  The  word  “Ayurveda”  is  a combination  of  two words:  Ayu means  long  life  and  health,  and Veda means knowledge.    Therefore, Ayurveda  is  the ancient science of how to create a  long and healthy life. The science of Ayurveda has evolved from the contemplative minds of ancient seers for the intention to heal the humanity. It emphasises 'preventives' on 'correctives'.   Ayurveda remains alive today and is more relevant now than ever before.  Our  mission  at  Axico  Ayurveda  is  to  spread  &  practice  this  ancient knowledge around the world. So that mankind could be benefited physically and mentally and move further to their ultimate goal of Salvation.   For an optimized & deeper  impact we have used Phytocompounds as ingredients for our products which has enhanced their efficacy level.  

YURVEDAK����  Y�� 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Startup by MSI Alumni
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s per Ayurveda every person is born with a unique constitution which is Acalled Prakriti in Sanskrit. It can be said as combination of genes. Due to multiple events in its life it may deviate from the original balance to an imbalanced state which is called Vikriti. The final aim of Ayurvedic path  is to maintain or restore that balance and make change that balance from Vikriti to Prakriti.
Imbalancingfactors

CONCEPT OF AYURVEDA

Ayurvedictreatment
Balanced state(Prakriti) Imbalanced state(Vikriti)

AYURVEDIC DEFINITION OF GOOD HEALTH‘SAM DOSHA, SAM AGNI, SAM DHATU, SAM MAL KRIYA’, ‘PRASANA ATMA, INDRIYA, MANA SWASTHA, ITI VIDHIYATE’. This shloka needs to be understood to get the Ayurvedic Definition for health.Sam = Balance or Equilibrium.Dosha = These are basic constituents of body and are named as Vatta, Pitta, Kapha.Agni  =  This is the fire that plays an important role in body functions.Dhatu = This is related to body anatomy & has seven structures Ras, Rakta, Mans, Medh,  Ashti, Majja, Shukra.Sam Mal kriya = This is balanced (normal) excretory system of body  ie system of Urine, Stool, Sweat etc.Prasna  Atma  = This is a state of ultimate happiness.Prasna Indriya Mana = This can be said as happy sense organs and their  master mind.WHO definition for good health is "health is a state of complete physical mental & social well being and not merely absence of diseases & infirmity.”It is surprisingly almost the same as described in Shloka.
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VISION To become  the globally  recognised business organisation  in the field of health solutions enrouted  through  internationally established  sustainable development  goals &  clarion  call  of "Aatmanirbhar Bharat".MISSIONTo ensure healthy lives, well being & financial independence of our  members,  partners  and  customers  by  highest  quality, scientifically proven, clinically researched products along with innovative and best business opportunities.OUR PROMISEAlways committed to best quality.                                                                                                                                                                   Focussed on innovation for products & business opportunity.                                                                                                                           Committed  to  create  a  caring,  inspiring  &  a  gratifying environment for our members, customers and partners.

Welcome to the world of Axico Ayurveda, it will lead you to the Triangle of Health-Wealth-Ethics. It is since the modern world evolution that human being has groped  for  ultimate  achievement  &  happiness  of  life.  For  this  ultimate happiness a perfect balance between trio is essential. This balance between trio will lead to a true contentment.   By opting us for this cause you have advanced your first step towards the journey of  perfection. This  is  the world with  infinite  possibilities  for  true  success. With Axico Ayurveda  you  have  started  for  a  cause  which  is proceeding towards the heights of success through the noblest way of life ie "Health". Now onwards you will be a healer icon among your friends & relatives due to the path you have chosen to reach your success goals.  Life can be lived in a number of ways, it could be like a layman or a strategist. To be a successful person one has to think like a strategist. Life is like a battle field and the objective of strategy shall be to bring the conditions most favorable  to  our  side.  Thinking  stratigically  is  thinking rationally, without any presumption and with a zeal to go off tangentially. It is often seen that following same track, may or may not give rise but going on tested new lines has proven  to  be  a  successful  deal.  Concept  of  Network Marketing has grabbed that place in the field of business and is endorsed by the well known figure of various fields of society. Living healthy is said to be the very first requirement of human being and it becomes more charming if it comes in combo with wealth & ethics.     Here at Axico Ayurveda we have focussed on the first and foremost achievement of mankind ie Healthy Living and blended it with wealth which is planned and routed thru ethical way. All our products are value based possessing, the highest established quality standards of the health field. Our plan for marketing of these products is customer centric with attractive perks. Our commitment for the payouts is system driven which made the third angle of Ethics a stronger one. It boosts the self esteem exponentially and becomes the laying stone of financial independence for generations.

Health

Wealth Ethics

SUCCESS TRIANGLE
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OUR 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